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(57) ABSTRACT 

A light beam receiver includes a plurality of light beam detec 
tor elements, a plurality of integrator circuits that receive 
signals from the light beam detector elements, and a signal 
integral limiting integration time controller that is in commu 
nication With at least tWo of the integrator circuits so that an 
analysis of the light beam reception is determined. One 
embodiment provides a self-calibration function, using a plu 
rality of light beam detector elements that generate output 
signals When receiving a light beam upon the light beam 
detector elements, an evaluation/control circuit that receives 
the output signals and is con?gured to substantially determine 
a position Where the light beam impacts on the light beam 
detector elements, and at least one calibration light source 
that emits at least one light pulse that is coupled to the light 
beam detector elements. The light beam receiver performs a 
self-calibration function using the calibration light source. 

26 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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LIGHT BEAM RECEIVER 

This invention relates to What is claimed in the independent 
claims and therefore to a light beam receiver. 

Light beam receivers are required Where light beams are 
used for surveying. A typical application is the rotary lasers 
used on construction sites and similar. Similar to a lighthouse, 
they emit a beam Which continuously circulates in one plane. 
If the axis of rotation of the rotary laser is correctly aligned, 
this plane is horizontal and an elevation relative to this plane 
can be determined at any point reached by the laser beam. For 
this it is necessary for the elevation of the laser beam to be 
detected With su?icient accuracy. Light beam receivers are 
intended to provide such beam detection. 

In typical laser beam receivers it is therefore desirable to 
determine an exact elevation, and if neces sary another analy 
sis can be carried out. Typically several detector elements, 
spaced a certain distance apart, are provided in the light beam 
receiver for the desired signal generation, and the beam eleva 
tion is determined from the distribution of the light onto these 
detector elements. It is possible to design the light beam 
detector elements as position-sensitive elements. Thus photo 
detectors may, in particular, be arranged as light beam detec 
tor elements on the end faces of a transparent rod Which 
conducts light from a point of incidence to it. The position of 
the point of incidence betWeen the photo -detectors may then 
be determined from the strength of the detector signal 
received. In principle such devices are knoWn from prior 
property rights of the applicant, in particular from PCT/EP 
01/08841, the disclosure of Which is incorporated to its full 
extent here by reference. 

Although such devices are already much cheaper than 
detector lines, for example, for linear elevation measurement, 
e.g., according to Us. Pat. No. 5,471,049, it is desirable to 
further improve the said device. Thus if the light beam is 
coupled close to one end of the light rod, over-modulation 
may occur on the light detector elements or in the subsequent 
ampli?er stages. Prior methods for avoiding this problem 
included the application of high operating voltages and of 
ampli?er stages or integrators With an adjustable ampli?ca 
tion. HoWever, higher operating voltage results in a higher 
energy consumption and hence in a shorter battery life. The 
disadvantage of adjustable ampli?er stages is that because of 
synchronisation problems With the different ampli?ers, lin 
earity problems may arise. It can also happen that measured 
values are unusable When searching for an optimum ampli? 
cation setting. 

It is desirable to provide an improved light beam receiver 
device. 

The object of this invention is to provide a neW develop 
ment for commercial application. Advantageous embodi 
ments are described in the dependent claims. 

In a ?rst basic concept, this invention proposes light beam 
receivers for analyZing light beam reception With a detector 
device consisting of several light beam detector elements and 
integrators for light beam element based signals, in Which 
provision is made for a signal integral limiting continuous 
integration control system to be assigned to the integrator or 
integrators for at least tWo light beam detector elements, so 
that light beam reception is analyZed in response to integrator 
signals evaluated in relation to each other. 
A ?rst fact on Which the invention is based may therefore 

be seen in the fact that over-modulation conditions and simi 
lar that impair measuring accuracy can be avoided Without 
signi?cant loss of precision because the signal is integrated 
for a given time, the time during Which it is integrated being 
determined by the intensity of the irradiated light, particularly 
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2 
the integral, i.e., the time mediated or integrated intensity. By 
preventing the integrator from overrunning, saturating or fall 
ing Within a non-linear range, despite a high total ampli?ca 
tion, an excessively high operating voltage is, on the one 
hand, not necessary to avoid overmodulations, but on the 
other hand it is still ensured that a high dynamic circumfer 
ence is provided, i.e., it can be measured both in the imme 
diate vicinity of a rotary laser, albeit only for a short time, and 
at a greater distance from it, over a longer period, Where the 
light intensity per unit of area has already signi?cantly 
decreased by dispersion and beam Widening. 

In principle, it Would be possible to use the time deter 
mined on each integrator up to its maximum permissible 
modulation as integrator signals to be evaluated, and to relate 
these speci?c times for several integrators. HoWever, it is 
preferable for the signal integral limiting continuous integra 
tion control to be provided so that the integrators can be 
sWitched on and off simultaneously and so that it is not the 
integration time until a maximum permissible modulation is 
reached that need be used, but rather the integral itself serves 
as the measured value. This is particularly advantageous 
When a beam has already become so Weak that full modula 
tion of at least one integrator is no longer achieved during a 
single beam passage. Although not essential, light beam 
detector elements may be arranged at opposite ends of a light 
conducting rod, Whereby the point of incidence can be deter 
mined from the light intensity on each light beam detector 
element. 

In a particularly preferred variant, a light-emitting calibra 
tion source is provided by means of Which pulse-type light, in 
particular, can be coupled into the detector device. It is also 
conceivable to couple only one calibration pulse electroni 
cally into the combination of ampli?ers. Because of this there 
may be a further deviation of the ampli?cation factor, and 
even a time or temperature-dependent drift of the detector 
elements relative to each other, or similar, can easily be com 
pensated for in the case of a light-emitting calibration source. 
When use is made of tWo separated light-emitting calibra 

tion sources, Which are installed on a temperature-stable 
length standard, it is even possible to compensate during 
operation for changes in the receiver behavior due to tempera 
ture ?uctuations or ageing. 

It is emphasised that the use of calibration sources for the 
purpose of continuous self-calibration is advantageous and, 
as applicable, also inventive for other applications in the ?eld 
of laser beam detection of rotary lasers of prior state of the art. 

In principle, it is possible to receive continuous light beams 
With the light beam receiver, for instance When an individual 
point is illuminated from a greater distance With a laser light 
beam or a laser line, and the beam position is to be determined 
exactly With the light beam receiver. In typical applications, 
hoWever, the light beam is received repetitively for a short 
time, Which is the case in particular When it is emitted from a 
rotary, in particular a modulated linear and/ or scanning laser 
light source, such as that normally represented by a construc 
tion laser. The evaluation circuit may be designed specially 
for this purpose. The special design for receiving a repeti 
tively temporarily received light beam may, in particular, 
constitute a system for synchronisation to an at least 
adequately precise, constant repetition rate; here it is possible 
to sWitch off part of the circuit during those phases in Which 
a light beam is not expected in order to save energy. Mention 
may be made of the possibility of a synchronisation adapta 
tion for a starting phase, for example, during Which the rota 
tion is accelerated. 

Limitation of the integration time according to the inven 
tion Will, in particular, prevent an integrator from overrun 
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ning. This is achieved When further application of a signal to 
the integrator input is prevented beginning at a certain inte 
grator level, i.e., a certain integrated signal intensity. HoW 
ever, it has not yet been established When the process of 
integrating a signal has to start. 

It is noW particularly advantageous for the center of the 
signal passage alWays to be evaluated. This is because of the 
fact that laser light beams emitted by construction lasers or 
similar need not necessarily be circular in shape, but rather 
they may be ellipsoid, for example. This remains insigni?cant 
as long as an approximately ellipsoid beam With a large 
semi-axis is received either parallel to the connection line of 
the detector elements or perpendicular to it. Understandably, 
hoWever, a highly oblique, non-round beam pro?le is critical. 
For example, if the proposal is for such an extremely Widely 
expanded beam of Which the loWer end ?rst hits the loWer 
detector and the trailing edge then hits the upper detector, the 
beam is initially very intensive at the top, Which is Why the 
loWer detector responds ?rst, and the integrator exceeds the 
threshold even before signi?cant portions of the light arrive at 
the upper detector. This leads to a situation Where the beam is 
regarded as probably too loW. HoWever, if the device ensures, 
through suitable means, that measurement is carried out 
exactly in the center of the beam passage, this error is avoided. 
It is understandable that it is therefore advantageous for the 
evaluation circuit to be designed for an at least approximately 
time-symmetrical signal integration relative to the central 
beam passage. This can be achieved by delaying the start of 
integration relative to a rising edge or by varying the integra 
tion initiating signal elevation on the edge. 

It is also understandable that the light beam detector ele 
ment signal need not be directly integrated. Instead, ampli? 
cation and/ or frequency ?lter stages may, in particular, also be 
arranged in front of the integrators in order to provide the 
signals, from photodiodes as detector elements, With sul? 
cient initial ampli?cation and to ?lter out frequencies such as 
those observable, for example in arti?cially-lit rooms. 

In the particular case of repetitive laser light signals and 
light beam receivers that are only moved sloWly against the 
repetition frequency, it Would be possible to provide a single 
integrator and initially sWitch a ?rst detector to the integrator 
input during a ?rst beam passage by means of a multiplexer 
circuit, for example, and in doing so, to determine the maxi 
mum permissible integration time, and then, during a second 
beam passage, sWitching a second detector for exactly the 
same predetermined time to the integrator that has been 
selected and reset in the meantime, assuming that no major 
shifts and variations of other kinds have taken place. This is 
recorded as the presence of several integrators that exist at 
least virtually, because they are staggered in time. HoWever, it 
is preferable in any case for each detector to be assigned its 
oWn integrator because on one hand this makes more compli 
cated multiplexer circuits and similar unnecessary, and on the 
other also provides for a faster, more error-free measurement. 

If, as preferred, at least tWo real integrators are provided, 
they may be synchroniZed so that they can be jointly activated 
and/ or deactivated. Mention should also be made of the pos 
sibility of carrying out separate activation instead of the joint 
activation/deactivation of separate integrators. Here provi 
sion may be made for determining the relevant time up to 
Which the integrator overruns. The signal strength on the 
detector can also be determined from this time, Which also 
represents an integrator signal, so that a beam elevation or 
similar can be determined, if necessary, by time measurement 
and the formation of a time ratio alone. 

It is preferable to assign to the integrator a gate control 
Which only temporarily and/ or conditionally alloWs through 
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4 
the signals to be fed to the integrator and integrated by it, 
particularly When a signal integration is to be carried out 
around the center of the beam passage, i.e., the integration of 
the detector signals is to take place not merely When the beam 
begins to arrive. Here the gate control is able to take into 
consideration, in particular, earlier gate opening times and/or 
repetition frequencies of the light beams. 

While it is possible, in principle, to carry out an integration 
over several beam passages, particularly in the case of repeti 
tive signals, it is still preferable, in particular, to design the 
ampli?cation of the detector signals etc. so high that that the 
integration times are short against the irradiation times, even 
in the case of Weak beams. It should also be pointed out that 
if certain threshold values on the integrator are not exceeded, 
the signals determined With it may possibly nevertheless be 
evaluated. Thus full magnitude on the integrator is not abso 
lutely essential in all cases. For instance, it is possible to test, 
even if a threshold is not reached, Whether the signals still 
received are regarded as at least suf?cient to determine a 
beam position or similar, if necessary at least With reduced 
evaluation accuracy. 

The evaluation means Will typically perform the analysis, 
Which may, in particular, include a determination of a beam 
elevation or of the elevation and position of incidence 
betWeen the detector elements. It is pointed out that the inte 
grator values should preferably be in digitaliZed form for the 
analysis, Which can be achieved, for example, by providing 
the evaluation means With one or several analog/ digital con 
verters. Furthermore, the evaluation means may be designed 
to determine the beam center, i.e., it can record the time When 
the beam lies exactly symmetrically on the elements. This 
information can preferably be evaluated for subsequent beam 
passages. Mention is made of the possibility of rendering 
another region selectable instead of the exact signal center. 
This may be advantageous if the ?lter stages cause a signal to 
ring at the ?lter output in the case of correspondingly sloW 
signals, i.e., When they generate a signal that passes through 
Zero and thus tWo probable maxima are recorded. 

The analysis of the light beam reception may, particularly 
for beam elevation determination, utiliZe the differences, the 
quotients or the quotients of differences and totals of the 
integrator signals, and different integrator signals that may be 
required according to the calibration, for the analysis. Alter 
natively other forms of an evaluation system may be imple 
mented, e.g., by suitable hardWare design of the evaluation 
circuits, Which may be purely analog if necessary. 

Protection is similarly claimed for a measuring method in 
Which signals are integrated for a limited time, the integration 
time depending on the signal strength and the integral then 
being used to analyZe beam center elevation, points of inci 
dence and similar. 

Examples of the invention are described in the folloWing, 
With reference to the draWing, in Which: 

FIG. 1 shoWs a block diagram of a light beam receiver 
according to the invention; With the components of light beam 
detector element, ampli?er, high pass ?lter, integrator, com 
parator With assigned integration time termination, analog 
digital converter and evaluation component; 

FIG. 1a shoWs, partially in block diagram form, hoW a 
preferred light beam receiver according to FIG. 1 is provided 
With a suitable periphery for display, operation and voltage 
supply, and hoW it is realiZed using digital components; 

FIG. 1b shoWs, in further detail, details of FIG. 1a, namely 
block 143, Which comprises the integration start and stop 
circuit; 
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FIG. 2 shows hoW light beam detector elements 112, 113 
can be arranged on the front ends of a light conducting rod 
114, While a calibration light source 111 couples centrally 
into the beam detector; 

FIG. 3 shoWs real signals, hoW they are received With a 
device according to the invention, namely as an upper track, a 
detected signal, and as a loWer track, the door opening time 
delayed toWards the beam center, as preferred; 

FIG. 4 shoWs the sWeeping of a beam pro?le (upper line) 
draWn boldly in length and hence astigmatic, lying obliquely 
to the receiver, and sWeeping it, the signals received here on 
the tWo detector elements, With assigned integration surfaces 
(second line), and the ratio of the integration surfaces of the 
?rst to the second signal for the different integration WindoW 
positions II, III, IV; 

FIG. 4b shoWs the displacement of an integration WindoW 
toWards the beam center due to a delay in the door opening 
relative to the passage of the leading edge When the beam 
arrives by a delay Atdelay. 

According to FIG. 1, a light beam receiver 1, generally 
denoted by 1, for analyZing a reception of a light beam 3, 
comprises a light beam detector device 110, Which in turn 
comprises several detector elements 112, 113 and integrators 
141, 142 for light beam element based signals, a signal inte 
gral limiting integration time control system 143 being 
assigned to at least tWo, and therefore in this case all integra 
tors 141, 142, so that the analysis of the light beam reception 
is made possible in response to integrator signals 171, 172 
evaluated in relation to each other, compare component 200 in 
FIG. 1. 

The light beam receiver 1 in FIG. 1a is in this example 
designed as a hand receiver Which accordingly has a battery 
supply and local control elements, etc., as denoted in FIG. 111 
by the reference numbers 300, 400,500, 600 and 700, as Well 
as a calibration data memory 210, Which each denote energy 
source 300 With voltage regulation, a battery or storage bat 
tery 400, a display 500, an input keyboard 600 and a signal 
ling unit Which may be designed, for example, as a speaker, 
and is denoted by 700, and is designed for signalling beam 
incidence that is central, too high or too loW, e.g., by tone 
modulation and pitch variation. 

Furthermore, a calibration unit is assigned in the exem 
plary embodiment to the light beam receiver, Which is 
designed according to FIG. 1a With a light emitting diode 111, 
Which is supplied With poWer by a signal 191 With an evalu 
ation and control unit and is designed and arranged to emit 
light in a knoWn position betWeen detector elements 1 12, 1 13, 
so that essentially the same proportions of light are received 
by both detector elements so that time-based or temperature 
based variations and similar may be produced on the relevant 
detectors 112, 113. 

The light beam emitting source 2 is shoWn in FIG. 1 as a 
bulb in the draWing, purely for easier recognition, but gener 
ally it Will emit a sharply de?ned light beam and, in particular, 
it Will be generated by a laser, particularly a rotary laser, as is 
normal practice on construction sites. 

Such rotary lasers may have different designs. It is pointed 
out, in particular, use can be made of the rotary lasers such as 
those described in PCT/EP 01/ 08841 . The receiver may easily 
be designed for evaluating the beams emitted shortly one after 
the other in such lasers; in particular integration times, delays 
etc. may be determined separately for each beam and/or the 
same delays, ampli?cations, etc. may be used, for simpli?ca 
tion, for all beams Which reach the receiver grouped closely 
one behind the other. 

At the light receiver, the light beam 3 Will hit a light con 
ducting rod 114, Where light Will reach light detectors 112, 
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6 
113 fastened to the end faces of a light-conducting rod 114 
from the point of incidence due to internal total re?ection and 
propagation. The intensity of the light proportions reaching 
light beam detector elements 112, 113 depends here on hoW 
close to light beam detector elements 112, 113 light beam 3 
hits light conducting rod 114. In the exemplary embodiment 
shoWn, light beam 3 hits light conducting rod 114 closer to 
light beam detector element 13 than to light beam detector 
element 112. This can be seen on the different sections 1 and 
m, Which run from the point of incidence to the relevant front 
face. In the exemplary embodiment shoWn, it is assumed that 
the intensity of the light received on the light beam detector 
element is a measure of the distance of the point of incidence 
of light beam 3 on the light conducting rod 114 from the 
relevant end faces. For this it is not absolutely essential to 
have a linear relationship betWeen the light intensity on the 
light beam detector elements and the proportion of the point 
of incidence to the length of the rod. HoWever, for the purpose 
of this explanation this may easily be assumed, even if, in the 
case of highly absorbent rods, for example, absorption effects 
may be produced over the running length of any exponential 
attenuation, or if there may be a deviation from linearity for 
other reasons. HoWever, it should be mentioned that such 
cases can generally be detected by a suitable evaluation or 
calibration. If necessary, several calibration sources, corre 
sponding to light emitting diode 111 or the like, may be used 
to determine non-linearities. 

Light beam detector elements 112, 113 are arranged on the 
end faces of light emitting rod 114 so that they receive light 
coupled into the bar and are able to convert it to electrical 
signals. In the exemplary embodiment shoWn, these are light 
sensitive photodiodes, for example. The signals denoted as I1 
and I2 in FIG. 1, from light beam detector elements 113, 112, 
are then conditioned, i.e., ?rst ampli?ed in an ampli?cation 
stage 121, 131 and, if necessary, impedance converted, and 
then pass through a ?lter 122, 132, Which in the exemplary 
embodiment shoWn, is formed as a high pass ?lter and is 
suitable for ?ltering out light ?uctuations due to the AC 
frequency of arti?cial lighting, and for detecting only the 
higher frequency signal components of a rotary laser rotating 
at su?icient speed. 
The conditioned and ?ltered signal, denoted in FIG. 1 as 

Sig1 and Sig2, is then fed to integrators 141, 142 in order to 
integrate the signal intensity over time. Such integration cir 
cuits are knoWn per se. The integrators are in this case con 

trollable, i.e., the starting time at Which the integration com 
mences, and the time of terminations may be predetermined 
from outside. In a simple variant the start time is selected 
depending on the rising edge, so that integration does not 
commence until a certain threshold value is reached. This 
prevents noise of varying volume on both channels, Which 
Would be included in the considerations for a prolonged 
period, from resulting in major signal falsi?cations. In a pre 
ferred variant, the start time could, moreover, be delayed 
relative to the edge rise, as Will be explained later With refer 
ence to FIGS. 4 and 4b. 

In order to limit the integration time, an integration time 
termination is assigned to integrator unit 140, Which contains 
integrators 141, 142, among other things. In the exemplary 
embodiment shoWn this takes place by feeding the corre 
sponding integrated analog signals 171, 172 into a compara 
tor 1432, in Which it is compared Whether one of the integral 
values has reached or exceed a certain threshold c. It should 
be mentioned that an alternative interruption condition, for 
example, could also be Whether a function such as the sum of 
both integrator signals has reached threshold c. As soon as 
such an excess is established, a stop signal is emitted to 
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prevent further upward integration. If the stop signal is active, 
gate signal 184 of the integrators is deactivated. This can be 
achieved, for example, by opening a sWitch element that is to 
be integrated and alloWs signals to pass. This admission or 
gate circuit has the effect that the signal strength approaches 
c in one of the channels, in this case channel 1, because a 
stronger signal is present there in terms of the relation l<m, 
While in the other channel an integrator signal is received 
Which is considerably smaller than c. 

It should be mentioned that, in addition to pure threshold 
control for the limitation of integration time, a timer-con 
trolled integration time limitation may be provided alterna 
tively and/ or additionally. This can prevent signals from 
being processed even though only an extremely Weak signal 
is received or the integration is started by random light inci 
dence, signal noise or similar but no relevant signal is actually 
present. In the case of additional integration time control, 
provision may also be made, alternatively and/ or additionally, 
for integration to take place through several signal passages 
for repetitively received light beams, as is the case With rotary 
lasers. The advantage of this is that acceptable accuracies are 
still possible in terms of elevation determination, even over 
very long distances. For this purpose synchronization to a 
beam may be provided, for example, With a signal fed into the 
integrators only for a certain admission time during the 
expected signal passage. This alloWs a quasi lock-in behavior. 
A suitable analog-digital converter 201, 202, Which con 

verts the integrated signal values to corresponding digital 
values, is connected in series to the integrators in the example 
embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1. The corresponding digital val 
ues are denoted by X andY in FIG. 1, and it Will be seen from 
the above that in this example X is approximately c, While y 
may be smaller. In order to determine the position of point of 
incidence 2 on light conducting 7 from the values X, Y 
obtained on the analog-digital converters, evaluation stage 
200 comprises a calculation means 203, Which evaluation 
stage is in this case formed by a general mathematical opera 
tion, for example. This may, for example, be a divisor stage, 
but it may also be formed by a difference stage With suitable 
standardiZation, i.e., calculating a value according to (X—Y)/ 
(X+Y), for example; the latter variant has the particular 
advantage that independent signal amplitude values are still 
received for very Weak signals on both channels. Moreover, in 
order to remove production or design conditioned linearity 
errors from the measured values, the calculation means may 
also take into account correction values from a calibration 
data memory 210. At the time of production these values are 
determined in a calibration device, then stored in calibration 
data memory 210. 

The arrangement described is used as folloWs: 
First a rotary laser is put into operation, i.e., is caused to 

emit a laser beam sWeeping a surface that lies as exactly 
horizontal as possible. When the rotation has stabiliZed, laser 
light receiver 1 is brought into the beam plane. Laser light 
beam 3 noW repeatedly hits a point on light conducting bar 
114 that is indicative of the position of light conducting bar 
114 relative to the horiZontal plane sWept by the laser beam. 
The incidence of light on light conducting bar 114 results in 
pulse-type signals on light beam detector elements 112, 113 
situated on its end faces, Which elements are applied to inte 
grator stage 140 after ampli?cation and frequency response 
conditioning in the ?lter stage. The conditioned signals are in 
this case admitted into both integrator channels for the ?rst 
time as soon as a certain signal strength is exceeded in one of 
the tWo channels. If this is the case in one channel, not only 
one but the other channel is actively sWitched. The signals of 
both channels are noW integrated until a certain threshold 
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8 
value c is exceeded at the integrator output of a channel, 
Which is established in stage 1432. After this threshold is 
exceeded, it is established in stage 143 that the integration 
must be terminated and the input signal on both integrators 
correspondingly interrupted. Integrator outputs 171, 172 are 
then routed to analog-digital converters 201, 202, and corre 
sponding digital values X, Y are determined. This can be 
achieved at a loW sample rate since the signal is present for a 
long time. At the same time the accuracy of the analog-digital 
conversion can be increased Without great expense. After the 
analog-digital conversion the integrator unit can be reset to 
enable the next pas sage to begin from an initial value of 0. The 
values X, Y obtained on the analog-digital converters are then 
settled in calculation means 203 and an indication value cor 
responding to the settlement value is emitted (compare refer 
ence number 500 in FIG. 1a). 

This value may be indicative of the distance of the light 
beam detector center from the elevation sWept by the light 
beam, or may indicate Whether the center lies exactly on the 
sWept plane. 

It is pointed out that details of the individual signal condi 
tioning stage described only in block form here may be 
deduced from FIGS. 1a, 1b. Here it is, moreover, not abso 
lutely necessary to carry out signal ?ltering With bandWidth 
reduction. Nor is it necessary to choose integrated compara 
tors for the triggering circuit, even though the use of inte 
grated components is preferred. 

Details of a possible design of the triggering circuit are 
shoWn in FIG. 1b, but the peculiar feature here is that the 
comparators 1431, 1432 shoWn are represented as compara 
tors With open collector outputs. 

The variant described With reference to FIG. 1 is extremely 
simple to construct and already prevents over-modulation, 
even in the case of strong irradiated signals. HoWever, it is 
desirable, as described in the introduction, to provide signal 
integration that is symmetrical around the beam passage cen 
ter. Why this is preferred is extremely easy to understand With 
reference to FIG. 4. There it is shoWn hoW the signals look 
When light conducting bar 114 is not struck by a circular 
shaped beam 3, but is sWept by an elongated beam pro?le that 
also runs obliquely, here at an angle of approximately 450 to 
light conducting bar 114. The center of the area of incidence 
is initially seen in a phase II close to the upper detector 
element, in a central phase III in the center of the light con 
ducting bar, and in an end phase IV close to the loWer end of 
light conducting bar 114. 

It is evident that the upper detector Will receive the maxi 
mum of its signal earlier than the loWer detector. This is 
shoWn in the central line of FIG. 4. If integration noW com 
mences as soon as the signal exceeds a certain threshold value 

in one of the detectors, it is clear that both the commencement 
of integration and the reaching of a ?nal value are determined 
exclusively by the signals on the detector element Which 
receives a strong signal earlier, i.e., the upper light detector 
element in the exemplary embodiment shoWn. Here the inte 
gral is large, While only a very small signal is received 
because of the phase shift of the loWer detector element from 
there due to the oblique position of the beam. It is also evident 
that the same error Would be made in the reverse direction if 
the delay after triggering the upper element Were to be very 
long and an integration Were to be carried out approximately 
during the integration period Atim. Correct values are 
obtained, on the other hand, When measurement is carried out 
in the center of the beam passage, represented at Atl-n?. This 
gives, per se, the representative value of the beam elevation. 

FIG. 4b noW shoWs hoW such a preferred displacement of 
the integration time WindoW can be achieved relative to an 
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edge point. Such a displacement of the integration time Win 
doW is possible if the integration no longer commences 
immediately When a given signal threshold is exceeded in the 
?rst of the tWo channels, but rather When a certain time, 
namely Atdelay has elapsed before commencing the integra 
tion for a time Atl-m. 

This easily alloWs a determination ofAtdeZay When the irra 
diation is repeated With su?icient uniformity, Which is the 
case in practice With conventional rotary lasers. On one hand 
the integration time Atl-m can be determined in a ?rst rotation 
passage I, and on the other hand the duration of pulse Atpulse 
can be determined. The corresponding circuits are expanded 
for this purpose, preferably in at least one channel, by rising 
and falling edge detectors, and by a time measurement for 
measuring the time betWeen these edges. In the exemplary 
embodiment shoWn in FIG. 4b, the pulse passage is repre 
sented as being very long, for reasons of clarity, Which in 
practice need not necessarily be the case. 

In the folloWing passage it is then assumed that approxi 
mately the same beam duration Will again be present, i.e., that 
the previously determined value Atpulse of the beam passage 
time is again reached. It is also assumed that the expected 
integration time Will remain approximately constant. Since 
the integration time typically depends on the irradiation 
intensity, and this irradiation intensity varies only sloWly 
from beam passage to beam passage due to the high repetition 
frequencies of conventional construction lasers, even during 
movement of the light beam receiver, e. g., by an operator, this 
assumption is justi?ed to a large extent. It Will then immedi 
ately become clear that Atdezay can be assumed as correspond 
ing to 1/2 AtPuZSe—1/2 Atl-m from the last measurement. Exceed 
ing the threshold value of the integration start may be delayed 
by this time. This provides at least approximately cyclic beam 
integration around the threshold center passage; approxi 
mately because no exact beam center position need be given 
for the passage concerned due to the reference to earlier 
passages. 

In FIG. 1b the time delay is effected by means of a mono 
stable ?ip-?op 1433 that can be programmed by a control 
voltage 186 of evaluation unit 200. The integration time con 
trol system 143 generates here, by means of a simple time 
measuring circuit 1434, a voltage 185, the value of Which 
indicates the position of integration time Atl-m Within beam 
passage time Atpulse. The evaluation unit then uses this volt 
age to generate a neW control voltage 186 for the next event. 

So far it has merely been mentioned that the delay is 
effected by means of a separate timing element 1433. HoW 
ever, a delay may also be achieved adaptively increasing the 
triggering threshold for trise. In FIG. 4b it is adaptively 
increased until tn-Se and tstm converge in time, because an 
increase in the triggering threshold also delays the integration 
start. This is possible in the case of signal pulses With a 
Gaussian curve shape or similar. Moreover, in order to inte 
grate more complex signal pulses, as shoWn in FIG. 3, exactly 
in the center, a separate delay element may be provided, as 
shoWn in FIG. 1b. 

It is pointed out that While the description is given above for 
only tWo light detector elements, and these are, moreover, 
described as being arranged on a light conducting rod, this 
need not necessarily be the case. A multitude of light detec 
tors may be used, arrangements can be used Without a light 
conducting rod, and it is not absolutely necessary to use 
repetitive beams. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A light beam receiver for analyZing light beam reception 

With multiple light beam detector elements and integrators for 
light beam detector element based signals, characterized in 
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10 
that a signal integral limiting integration time control system 
is assigned to at least tWo integrators so that the analysis of the 
light beam reception is made possible in response to integra 
tor signals evaluated in relation to each other; 

Wherein said signal integral limiting integration time con 
trol system dynamically controls a time interval for 
Which said at least tWo integrators perform integration of 
signals, based upon an integral value of an intensity of 
said received light beam, and thereby prevents said at 
least tWo integrators from saturating during said analysis 
of said received light beam. 

2. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, character 
iZed in that at least one pair of light beam detector elements is 
formed as position-sensitive elements. 

3. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, character 
iZed in that the light beam detector elements are spaced apart. 

4. The light beam receiver according to claim 3, character 
iZed in that the light beam detectors spaced apart are provided 
at opposite ends of a light conducting rod. 

5. The light beam receiver according to claim 4, character 
iZed in that the light conducting rod is designed for laterally 
coupling of the light beam to be received. 

6. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, character 
iZed in that it is designed to evaluate a repetitively, tempo 
rarily received light beam emitted, in particular, by a rotary 
laser light source. 

7. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, character 
iZed in that at least one of an (a) ampli?cation stage and (b) a 
frequency ?ltering stage is arranged betWeen the light detec 
tor elements and the integrators. 

8. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, character 
ized in that a separate integrator of said integrators is assigned 
to each of said light beam detector elements. 

9. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, character 
iZed in that at least tWo integrators of said integrators are 
synchronised to each other so that they can be jointly acti 
vated and deactivated. 

10. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, charac 
teriZed in that in the case of a beam moved above the light 
detector elements, a beam center detection system is provided 
for at least approximately symmetrical signal integration 
around the beam center passage. 

11. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, charac 
teriZed in that the integration control system is designed as a 
gate control system admitting signals: (a) only temporarily, or 
(b) only conditionally, or (c) only temporarily and condition 
ally. 

12. The light beam receiver according to claim 11, for light 
beams repetitively sWeeping the light beam detector ele 
ments, characterized in that the gate control system is: (a) 
designed to take into account recent gate opening times, or (b) 
designed to take into account a repetition frequency, or (c) 
designed to take into account both recent gate opening times 
and a repetition frequency. 

13. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, charac 
teriZed in that the integration control system is designed to 
admit signals to be integrated for a time Which is short com 
pared to an individual irradiation that may be repetitive. 

14. The light beam receiver according to claim 1 charac 
teriZed in that an evaluation means is provided for carrying 
out the analysis. 

15. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, charac 
teriZed in that the evaluation means is provided for: (a) beam 
elevation, or (b) beam center determination, or (c) both beam 
elevation and beam center determination. 

16. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, charac 
teriZed in that the evaluation means is designed for: (a) form 
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ing integrator signal differences, or (b) forming integrator 
signal quotients, or (c) forming both integrator signal differ 
ences and integrator signal quotients, for analyzing the light 
beam reception. 

17. The light beam receiver according to claim 1, charac 
teriZed in that the evaluation means has an ADC (analog to 
digital converter) stage enabling analog signals converted to 
digital values to be reconciled With each other and associated 
in logical form. 

18. A light beam receiver for analyzing light beam recep 
tion, said light beam receiver comprising: 

a plurality of light beam detector elements; 
a plurality of integrator circuits that receive signals from 

said light beam detector elements, and Which output a 
plurality of integrator signals; and 

a signal integral limiting integration time controller that is 
in communication With at least tWo of said plurality of 
integrator circuits so that an analysis of the light beam 
reception is determined, in response to said plurality of 
integrator signals, Which are evaluated in relation to each 
other; 

Wherein said signal integral limiting integration time con 
troller terminates an integrating function of said plural 
ity of integrator circuits, using a stop signal that is gen 
erated by said signal integral limiting integration time 
controller, Which is based upon an output value of at 
least one of said plurality of integrator signals. 

19. A light beam receiver for analyZing light beam recep 
tion, said light beam receiver comprising: 

a plurality of light beam detector elements that generate 
output signals When receiving a light beam upon said 
light beam detector elements; 

an evaluation/control circuit that receives said output sig 
nals and is con?gured to substantially determine a posi 
tion Where said light beam impacts With respect to said 
plurality of light beam detector elements; and 

at least one calibration light source that, under the control 
of said evaluation/control circuit, emits at least one light 
pulse that is coupled to said plurality of light beam 
detector elements, in Which said at least one calibration 
light source is included as an integral part of said light 
beam receiver; 
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Wherein said light beam receiver performs a self-calibra 

tion function by use of said at least one calibration light 
source, Which illuminates at least tWo of said plurality of 
light beam detector elements during at least a portion 
said self-calibration function. 

20. The light beam receiver as recited in claim 19, Wherein 
said self-calibration function is performed in a substantially 
continuous mode of operation. 

21. The light beam receiver as recited in claim 19, Wherein 
said at least one calibration light source is arranged so that its 
emitted light is received by at least tWo of said plurality of 
light beam detector elements that are arranged at a distance 
from each other. 

22. The light beam receiver as recited in claim 21, further 
comprising a light conducting rod that receives said light 
beam, said light conducting rod having at least tWo different 
distal ends; Wherein: 

said at least tWo of said plurality of light beam detector 
elements are positioned at said at least tWo different 
distal ends of said light conducting rod, and 

said at least one calibration light source is positioned 
betWeen said at least tWo different distal ends. 

23. The light beam receiver as recited in claim 21, 
Wherein said at least tWo of said plurality of light beam 

detector elements are arranged to provide a spatial 
detection area Without a light conducting rod, and 

said at least one calibration light source is positioned along 
said spatial detection area, and betWeen said at least tWo 
of said plurality of light beam detector elements. 

24. The light beam receiver as recited in claim 19, Wherein 
said at least one calibration light source is ?xed at a predeter 
mined position, and is not movable With respect to said at least 
tWo of the plurality of light beam detector elements. 

25. The light beam receiver as recited in claim 18, Wherein 
said stop signal occurs When at least one of said plurality of 
integrator signals reaches a predetermined threshold value. 

26. The light beam receiver as recited in claim 18, Wherein 
said stop signal occurs When a sum of tWo of said at least one 
of said plurality of integrator signals reaches a predetermined 
threshold value. 


